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Untended Variations. My first composition teacher, Les Thirrmig, insisted
that his students write plenty of solo music for their own instrument.
This practice ensured that a piece would be performed, and offered a direct
mode of self-expression--lmportant in developing a will to make music. For
me, In addition, It became a dependable refuge from premeditation.
Untended Variations was composed this past summer, performed at two
private concerts, and revised extensively in October. The title is a mutated
reference to a piece by my friend Gary James, Intended Variations. Amid
the struggle to give form to our thoughts (perhaps because of it), we
recognize that things never become precisely as we intend.
--Peter Josheff

"Letters" and "The Weather of Six Mornings"--eight songs to poems of
Jane Cooper. These settings of Jane Cooper's poems on death and parting were
composed over the course of a year, from March 1983 to March 1984. What
attracted me in the poems was their cyclic structure, the urgency of the
subject matter, and the subtlety, refinement, and sonorous quality of the
language. The music is full of strong contrasts, both within and between
individual songs; the differences in poetic mood are heightened and dramatized to create a strongly expressionistic and volatile work. Still one is
left with the impression of a large arch, delicately but finally balanced.
The voice throughout holds the thread of continuity. The piano writing,
although complex, is always supportive, accompanimental, and evocative.
--Richard Festinger
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Bright in Dark Directed has three short movements. The title comes

a line in Shakespeare sonnet #43, "when most I wink", in which the
describes seeing more clearly in dreams than in "the living day". For
"al 1 days are nights to see ti 11 I see thee,/and nights bright days
dreams do show thee me".
In this piece, I hoped to create a context for the ringing consonance
of triads, one in which they would have a clarity independent of the "living
day" of our traditional tonal hierarchy.
There is another way in which sonnet #43 inspired me, even more crucially;
through its elegant economy, play of words, and recasting of word and sounds
into different grammatical roles, the reader/listener both revels in the
sensual delight of variously repeated sounds and at the same time enjoys
ever new associations of meaning. Similarly, one must accept (and enjoy!)
changing roles for many sounds in Bright in Dark Directed.
--Tamar Diesendruck

Crystai Sha.dows was written in 1985 for my wife, a fine flutist, as a
birthday present. It was intended as chamber music which we could enjoy
performing together for ourselves, relatives, friends, and even concert
audiences. This perhaps sheds some light on one storyline of the piece: at
the outset the flute and piano are fairly balanced, in fact, the piano may

have a slight edge. In the first part of the cadenza, however, the flute
demonstrates that it can, by itself, handle two prominent elements of the
piece at the same time--the tremelo and the staccato line. Until now this
combination has utilized both instruments. In the second part of the cadenza,
the staccato line is combined with an extended lyrical melody. When the
piano returns it is 11 allowed 11 to take the staccato line back but only in
order to free the flute so that it can develop the lyrical melody into a
flamboyant virtuosic display. This narrative should be interpretted as a
reflection of our respective instrumental prowess rather than as a metaphor
for our personal relationship at home. Speaking sincerely however, Crystal
Shadows, like most of my music, is intend~d to please and interest the
listener as an abstract design in sound through time--an aural dance. The
expansion of the flute 1 s material into a large continuous development
beginning at the cadenza is the final stage of a process in which the five
sections, from the first measure until the cadenza, become progressively
more substantial and less vividly contrasting. The piece culminates with
a single section which meltsthe distinctions between the previous five. The
flute 1 s domination, in this light, is a means to an end--that end being an
intrinsically expressive form.
--Steven Mackey

Chameleon was written between December, 1982 and February, 1984 for the
Almont Ensemble. It consists of a three-part theme and six variations.
Variation, in this particular music, effects all the musical elements (i.e.,
pitch, rhythm, density, shape, etc.) of the theme, the spirit of which is the
only consistent element throughout. Therefore, each variation contrasts
drastically with the theme, and with the other variations. As with the
animal, this Chameleon camouflages itself significantly to hide within the
aura of its surroundings. Musically, these surroundings are located in time
as the dramatic unfolding of events, and the real Chameleon is nowhere to
be found.
--Frank Stemper
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All is closed in
by an air so rain-drenched

If the weather breaks
I can speak of your dying,

the distant barking of tied-up dogs
ripples to the heart of the woods.

if the weather breaks,
if the crows stop calling

Only a man's voice
refuses to be absorbed.

and flying low
(again today there is thunder, out-

Hearing of your death
by a distant roadside

lying ... )
I can speak of your living,

I wanted to erect some marker
though your ashes float out to sea.

the lightning flash of meeting,
the green leaves waving at our windows.
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Yesterday a letter
spoke of our parting--

Rest.
A violin bow, a breeze

a kind of dissolution
so unlike this sudden stoppage.

just touches the birches.
Cheep--a new flute

Now all the years in between
flutter away like lost poems.

tunes up in a birch top.
A chipmunk's warning skirrs ....

And the morning light is so delicate,
so utterly empty ....

Whose foot disturbs these twigs?
To the sea of recei_v ed silence

at high altitude, after long illness,
breathing in mote by mote a vanished world ....

wh~ should I sign
my name?

LETTERS

2
That quiet point of light
trembled and went out.

Wind chewed the screen,
rain clawed my window.

Iron touches a log:
it crumbles to coal, then ashes.

Outside three crows
make their harsh rainy ~craping.

The log sleeps in its shape.
A new moon rises.

Autumn has come
in early July.

Darling my white body
still bears your imprint.

On the ground white petals:
my rain-soaked letters.

THE WEATHER OF SIX MORNINGS

2
Sunlight lies along my table
~ike abandoned pages.

Treetops are shuddering
in uneasy clusters

I try to speak
of what is so hard for me

like rocking water
whirlpooled before a storm.

--this clutter of a life-Puritanical signature!

Words knock at my breast,
heave and struggle to get out.

In the prolonged heat insects,
pine needles, birch leaves

A black-capped bird
pecks on, unafraid.

~ake a ground bass of silence
that never quite dies.

Yield then, yield
to the invading rustle of the rain!

SONNET# 43

When most I wink, then do mine eyes best see,
For all the day they view things unrespected,
But when I sleep, in dreams they look on thee
And, darkly bright, are bright in dark directed.
Then thou, whose shadow shadows doth make
bright,
How would thy shadow's form form happy show
To the clear day with thy much clearer light,
When to unseeing eyes thy shade shines so!
How would, I say, mine eyes be bless~d made,
By looking on thee in the living day,
When in dead night thy fair imperfect shade
Through heavy sleep on sightless eyes doth stay!
All days are nights to see till I see thee,
And nights bright days when dreams do show thee
me.

